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LETTERS 
ience and apartheid 
uallv all scientists in South 
i(3 reject apartheid. and so do 
t South Africans of other 
'_'<:<::inn..; Th-: iilC"n~;:'lk,!·: :;--;,-,,_.'"' 
1rO> an apartheid-free soc1ety 
· 1S being impeded by a small, 
,J,sproponionately powerfuL 
. m ty, whose acuons are based 
he premise that individuals 
lid be judged, not on merit, but 
he "group" to which they _ 
•ng. that IS their ethmc ongm 
the colour of their skin. 
1S mdeed ironic to find that 
raCist attitude. so repugnant to 
1 of us. is proudly espoused by 
cctentists of the Population 
tctics Laboratory of Harvard 
versity, who voted to 
nminate against a potential 
1ng scientist, because he was a 

1e South African (Letters. 30 
1ember). l should b.: surprised 
:e1r action reflects the 
osophy of their liberal 
.erslty. 
1can Mitchell 
•artment of Physiology 
versiry of the Witwatersrand 
.1nnesburg, Sowh Africa 

gal solution? 
global warming issue is 

arently no longer a theoretical 
')lem but a real fact, put in 
:cnce by satellite images of the 
racting Arctic sea ice. 
xtensive forest plantations have 
n proposed to absorb the 
roximately 5 billion tonnes of 
10n generated annually in the 
I d. 
ased on our experience, we 

t}{)Se another alternative which 
wre than 10 times as efficient in 
ns of space needed, and of 
ost immediate action: the mass 
1vatwn of micro algae in fresh 
. aline water. With an adequate 
1110n of nutrients and with 
rage climatic conditions. it is 
dCfficult to achieve algal 
centrations of 0· 3 grams per 
:. with doubling times of three 
s. A simple calculation shows 
1 tn a ]-hectare pond. with a 
1th of 1 metre, 1800 kilograms of 

RIMBLEDON DOWN 

I' 
carbon dioxtde arc absorbed dailv 
The approximately 22 million ' 
hectares needed to absorb the 
excess carbon dioxide could be 
distributed along the coastline of 
::;'"':T'!? fJl cr.-.;fl•_.-(:_>' 

). C. Toha and han Juques 
University of Chile 
Santiago 

Light work 

TH(]S~ MI..YFLtES 
1-1 vp:. 1-1 K~ 

7f-/E.P-£'S NO 
-rr>f'AoR.R.ovv. 

David Ehrenfeld asks how insects 
avoid the problem of damage to 
retinal receptors from UV light 
(Letters, 30 September). Could it 
be that because insects have 
relatively short lives they die 
before the damage caused by UV 
light can accumulate to an 
inhibitory extent? 
H. C. Lane 
Kana. Nigeria 

Foes of the Earth 
If Geoff Kirby will remove his 
tongue from his cheek after 
advocating "Creepv-Crawly 
Awareness Year" (Forum. 28 
October) perhaps he will consider 
modifying his Insect Rights Policy 
for those whose property, health 
and lives are threatened by insects. 
mites and other lower organisms . 

To paraphrase a verse: We are 
exhorted to admire all creatures 
great and small: but Salmonella is 
the test; I like it not at alL 

Too many millions. sick from 
insect-borne disease or starving 
from insect destruction of crops, 
are acutely "aware" of creepy 

crawlies. most of wh1ch should be 
regarded as Foes of the Earth. 

Much of our fear of insects 
is a very proper instinct for self-

f~~~;~~t:?~ ~ :~:~ f~l :~~~.n~ ]e;_ ~s 
bew:are of dressing the bed bug in 
butterfly's clothing. After all, 1t has 
been said that the squirrel is a rat 
with good public relations . 
Peter Bateman 
East Grinstead, West Sussex 

Geoff Kirby is certainly right that 
the animal rights movement is 
guilty of rank specism in favouring 
the big and mushy-entrailed 
species. Unfortunately, he doesn't 
take his own insights to their 
logical and egalitarian limits. I 
refer of course to the much 
maligned E. coli which, having 
made contributions to human 
nutrition that rival or surpass those 
of any food plant, is daily killed in 
the hundreds of thousands or 
millions by each and every 
ungrateful human. Those E. coli 
that survive expulsion by their 
ungrateful hosts are then attacked 
with such specicides as sewage 
plants and chlorination. Such 
slaughter is regarded as one 
of the high points of human 
civilisation! 

While E. coli is of course a 
worthy commensal. true liberation 
would also include those species 
that have a less benign relation 
with humans. Did anyone grieve 
for the smallpox organism, now 
extinct in the wild and maintained 
only by captive breeding? Where 
are the societies for the 
preservation of cold viruses, 
tapeworms, ticks or malaria 0 

Should not animal rights include 
them 0 

I am afraid that some of us. 
myself included, are likely to 
remain unrepentant specists, 
shamelessly and selfishly 
discriminating against some species 
and favouring others. and praying 
that laboratory raids never include 
smallpox on their list of organisms 
that need liberation. 
David Cameron Duffy 
Institute of Ecology 
University of Georgia, US 
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Taxing nitrates 
Tam Dalyell should give the 
Min1stry of Agriculture. Fisheries 
and Food more credit (Thistle 
~<:-.~-~. 7 O.:tvt;:~) .. j,. ::~x .. _-.r. 
nitro.gen fertiliser would not 
materially affect the problem of 
nitrate leaching. 

Fertiliser is not price elastic. 
Demand had gone down in recent 
years even though the cost of 
fertiliser has been dropping. 
Moreover, the House of Lords 
Committee recently noted that a 
cutback of use would not solve the 
nitrate problem. 
B. Higgs 
Director General 
Fertiliser Manufacturers Association 
Peterborough 

Trees and climate 
In your report "Trees max fare 
badly as Britain warms" (Science, 
21 October) you write "So says 
Paul Jarvis of the University of 
Edinburgh". To whom, when and 
where did Paul Jarvis expre~s these 
opinions? The impression created 
that he has given an interview to 
your (unnamed) correspondent is 
completely false. It is correct that 
sitka spruce "grows best in cooler, 
moist regions and reacts badly to 
heat and aridity", but the opinion 
attributed to Paul Jarvis that the 
greenhouse effect will make hot, 
dry summers a common feature of 
the British climate is a complete 
fabrication. 

Predictions of the likely outcome 
of the greenhouse effect for climate 
at regional scales are at the present 
time completely uncertain and 
quite unreliable. Nonetheless the 
best predictions for the change in 
climate likely in the major sitka 
spruce areas of Britain are for a 
warmer and more humid climate. 
Consequently it is unlikely, on the 
basis of our present expectations, 
that sitka spruce will be badly 
affected or that there will be 
serious economic repercussions for 
the forestry industry and it is 
irresponsible to suggest otherwise 
at the present time. 

Who is my colleague Eric Grace 

Bill Tidy 
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